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Intro. to SFDI
General info.
SFDI is a widefield diffuse optical technique
Fairly large penetration depth (1-5 mm)
Image tissue optical properties
Chromophore concentrations
Method
Project light at multiple spatial frequencies onto sample
Demodulate
Compare to reference
Fit to model
Cuccia, et al. 2009
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Demodulation techniques
Original Method:
Three phase images
Two spatial frequencies
At least 2 wavelengths to fit chromophores
Single shot method
Only 1 image required for demodulation
Manual switching of wavelengths
Sensitive to changes in ambient light
Vervandier & Gioux, 2013
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Hemoglobin response to treatment
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Temporally modulated SFDI
Goals:
High-speed SFDI of multiple wavelengths
No manual switching
Insensitive to ambient light
Scalable
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Acquisition
Video
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Processing
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Temporal demodulation
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System details
10x8 cm field of view
3 wavelengths (519 nm, 652 nm, 740 nm)
Temporal frequencies of 6,8,12 Hz
55 frames per second video
128 images per scan
2.4 s acquisition time (compared with about 30 s for standard
device)
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Image of biomimetic phantom
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Accuracy
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Effect of ambient light
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Conclusion & Future directions
Conclusion:
Clean separation of excitation wavelengths
Accurate, multi-wavelength SFDI
10x improvement of imaging speed
Not affected by background light
Additional wavelengths can be added without increasing
acquisition time
Future directions:
Start imaging tumors
Add additional wavelengths
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